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Abstract The geomagnetic data recorded by Kashi and Jinghai observatories in China were analyzed with 

improved polarization method．W e compared the result around 0．O1 Hz which is thought to be useful to detect 

the ULF anomaly with the result around 0．1 Hz which was inferred from the earthquake depth according to the 

skin effect．and found that 0．1 Hz is more proper to detect the ULF anomaly for both earthquakes studied in this 

Paper- 
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1 Introduction 

Electromagnetic phenomena in a wide~equen— 

cy range have been recognized as precursors to earth— 

quakes．The ULF(ultra low frequency，with frequency 

less than i0 Hz)frequency range is especially promis— 
ing because of several reported convincing evidences for 

large earthquakes such as Spitak earthquake(Kopy— 
tenko et a1．，1993)，Loma Prieta earthquake(Fraser- 

Smith et a1．，19901 and Guam earthquake(Hayakawa 

et a1．，1996)．Hattori(2004)empirically summarized 
the m0rphological features of ULF emissions associ— 

ated with large earthquakes：(1)The intensity is not 
so large and the most useful frequency is just around 

0．01 Hz fperiod T----100 s)．(2)The first enhancemen— 

t or peak appears about one week to one month 6e— 

fore earthquake，and then their level calms down just 

before earthquake occurs．f31 Pre—seismic ULF emis— 

sions would be detected for M >4．5 earthquakes which 

roughly satisfy 0．025R<M 一4．5．where R is epicentral 

djstance． 
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The key problem regarding these seismogenic ULF 

emissions is how to detect and identify weak signals 

from strong geomagnetic background field．Hayakawa et 

a1．(1996)used the polarization analysis to distinguish 
the seismogenic ULF emissions from other noises．Ida 

et a1．(2008)improved the polarization analysis．Gotoh 

et a1．(2002)found that principal component analysis 
is effective in distinguishing the seismogenic emissions 

from many kinds of mixed ULF emissions(geomagnetic 

variation，man—made noise and seismogenic emission)． 
In this paper we applied the improved polariza- 

tion analysis to the ULF data observed in China and 

tried to find out any significant precursory effect for 

both earthquakes(Kashi earthquake and Wenan earth— 

quake)in China and compared the results of different 
frequencies． 

2 ULF geomagnet ic 

earthquakes 

data and 

Kashi observatory is located in northwest of Chi— 

na，and Jinghai observatory is located in north of Chi— 

na．Three geomagnetic components(日：NS component， 

J[)：EW component，and z：vertical component)were 
observed at both observatories．GM 一3 fluxgate magne— 
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tometer made in China was installed in Kashi obser． 

vatory and the other fluxgate magnetometer made in 

UCLA(University of California，Los Angeles)from S． 

MALL(Sino—Magnetic Array at Low Latitudes)project 
was installed in Jinghai observatory．The sampling rate 

of both magnetometers is 1 Hz．Both GM．3 and UCLA 

fiuxgate magnetometers were widely installed in Chi— 

na，and the data derived from them were proved to be 

reliable and stable(Han et a1．，2000)． 
Nearly four years data from 1 March 2003 to 31 

December 2006 are used for the analysis of Kashi．Two 

rather large earthquakes(both with magnitude Ms5．9) 
were observed near the Kashi observatory during the 

above time span；one earthquake on 12 March，2003 and 

the other on 2 September，2003．The distance from the 

former earthquake to Kashi observatory is about 1 20 

km，while the epicentral distance for the 1atter carth． 

quake is about 137 km．The focal depths of both earth． 

quakes are 15 km． 

Because of too much missing data，only half year 

data from M arch 2006 to 31 August 2006 are used for 

the analysis in Jinghai．W enan M s 5．1 earthquake on 4 

July，2006 occurred just 53 km away from Jinghai ob— 

servatory．and the focal depth is 1 5 km．No any other 

earthquake occurred during the above analyzed period 

within 300 km from Jinghai observatory． 

3 Polarization analysis 

Polarization analysis is to comput ratio of mag． 

netic vertical to horizontal component Sz／SH，Sz／SD 
or SzfsG where Szl SH}SD and Sc indicate the 
spectra1 intensities of the vertical component．NS hor— 

izontal component，Ew  component and + ，re— 

spectively)．These ratios are expected to be rela- 

tively small for the plasma waves coming from the 

ionosphere／magnetosphere and increasing(HI or even 
more)for seismogenic emissions． 

Ida et a1．(2008)improved the polarization analy． 

sis．In order to treat each field component equally,each 

geomagnetic field component is standardized．The stan． 

dardized field component is defined by 

(1) 

where X is the average value for one day for the i corn— 

ponent(i=Z，H，D and G，respectively)， is the av- 
erage of the component i over the whole period and 

is the standard deviation of the same component i 

over the whole period．An increase in the polarization 

resulted either from increase in Z or from a decrease 

in H or D，or from both cases．Thus，only when the 

standardized values of components exceed O．1(that is， 

rather significant change is observed)，the polarization 
and the corresponding result are computed． 

4 Signal processing 

W e used the skin effect of electromagnetic wave to 

get the possible frequency originating from the sources 

of these earthquakes．The skin depth is defined by 

： 『 ] 【 J 

where 5 is the skin depth，P is the resistivity， is the 

magnetic permeability，u is the angular frequency．The 

focal depths of the above mentioned earthquakes are 

both 15 km，so we defined 5=15 km．Besides，we de— 

fined = 0=4 x 10’ (Henries／meter)，where 0 is the 
permeability of vacuum．Because we could not find the 

specific resistivities around the epicenters of these earth． 

quakes．we defined p=lO0 ．m．that is the resistivity 

for sedimentary rock．Finally．the calculation indicated 

that 0．09 Hz was the possible frequency related to the 

sources of these earthquakes．Considering uncertainty of 

resistivities，we actually analyzed the polarization ratio 

in frequency band 0．05-0．15 Hz． 

According to previous study fHattori， 2004； 

Hayakawa et a1．，2007)，the geomagnetic signals at the 
frequency around 0．01 Hz are thought to be sensitive to 

seismic activities．So we also analyzed the polarization 

ratio in frequency band 0．007-0．013 Hz．The procedure 

of signal processing is as follows．Firstly．the time series 

of geomagnetic field data were transferred into the fre． 

quency domain by FFT；secondly,we picked up the data 

at the frequency around 0．1 Hz f0．05—0．15 Hz)and 0．O1 

Hz(0．007—0．013 Hz)for Kashi and Jinghai observato— 

ries from the FFT result，respectively．Analysis of the 

geomagnetic diurnal variation has revealed that more 

artificial noises was included at daytime than that at 

nighttime(Li et a1．，201 1)，therefore we calculated the 

average of each geomagnetic component(z，H，D and 

G)during 23：00：00L』T一01：59：59L』T (1ocal midnight)in 
order to reduce artificial effects；thirdly,the standard． 

ized values of Sz，SH，SD，SG are calculated，and then 

the final improved polarization result could be derived． 

5 Experimental results 

5．1 Result for Kashi earthquakes 

Figure 1 shows the temporal variation of Dst index 

and the spectral intensities SH，SD，Sc，Sz at the fre— 

quency around 0．1 Hz for Kashi observatory from March 
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Figure 1 Temporal variation of Dst index and the spectral intensities SH j SD，SG I Sz at the frequency 

around 0．1 Hz for Kashi observatory from March 2003 to December 2006．Five days running means of SH． 

SD，SG and Sz were used in the plot．The vertical line indicates the earthquake occurrence date． 

2003 to December，2006．Five days running means of 

SH，SD，Sc and Sz were used in the plot．The ver— 

tical line in Figure 1 indicates the occurrence date of 

the nearby earthquake on 2 September，2003．It can be 

seen from Figure 1 that the variations of the spectra1 

intensities SH，SD and Sc are in accordance with that 

of Dst index in genera1．the correlation coefflcients be— 

tween them were calculated．The correlation coemcient 

is defined by 

rxy 

where t，is the correlation coemcient，n is number of 

values or elements． is the first score．Y is the sec— 

ond score， is the average value of x， is the av— 

erage value of Y．Calculated from the above formu． 

1a，the correlation coefficients between Dst index and 

SH，SD，SG are -0．57，一0．54 and -0．58，respective． 

1y．Figure 2 also shows the relationship between them， 

and SH，SD and SG are strengthened with decrease of 

the Dst．Tested by the critica1 values of the correla- 

tion coefficient，there is relationship between Dst in— 

dex and SH，SD，Sc，which means that the variation 

of SH，SD，So are related to the activities of iono． 

sphere／magnetosphere currents．The correlation coef- 
ficient between Dst index and Sz is-0．23．and much 

smaller than those between Dst and SH，SD，Sc，which 

indicates that Sz includes electromagnetic emission not 

only from ionosphere／magnetosphere source but also 
from underground source．It is also found from Figure 

1 that there is an enhancement of Sz almost one month 

before the earthquake on 2 September，2003． 

The relationship between Dst and SH，SD，SG，Sz 

is similar to Figure 1 for remaining cases in this paper， 

so we did not show the temporal variation of spectral 

intensities for other cases． 

Figure 3 shows the temporal variation of Dst index 

and improved polarization results for Kashi observatory 

from March 2003 to December 2006．Five days running 

means of absolute values of Sz／SH，Sz／So and Sz／SG 
were used in the plot．It is found from Figure 3 that 

the variations of polarization result SZ／4{SZ SD and 
Sz／SG are not in accordance with that of Dst index．The 

correlation coefficients between Dst and Sz／SH，Sz／So， 
Sz／SG are 0，-0．01 and-0．07，respectively．The scat． 
ter diagram in Figure 4 clearly shows no relationship 

between them．Concentrated significant enhancement is 

observed before the earthquake on September 2 2003， 

and the peak amplitude is far more than three times of 

variance during the whole period． 

No enhancement of polarization result is observed 

before another Kashi earthquake on 12 March．2003 in 

Figure 3．Because the original data began from 1 M arch， 
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一 

一 

一 
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Figure 2 Scatter diagrams for SH，SD，SG，Sz and Dst index．The correlation coefficients between five days 

running mean of SH，SD，Sc，Sz and Dst index are一0．57，一0．54，一0．58 and 一0．23，respectively． 
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Figure 3 Temporal variation of Dst index and improved polarization results around 0．1 Hz for Kashi 

observatory from March 2003 to December 2006．Five days running means of absolute values of Sz／SH， 

Sz／SD and Sz／SG were used in the plot．The vertical line indicates the earthquake occurrence date． 
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Figure 4 Scatter diagrams for Sz／S．，Sz／SD，Sz／SG and Dst index．The correlation coefficients between 

five days running means of SZ／SH，Sz／SD，Sz／SG and Dst index are 0，一0．01 and一0．07，respectively． 

2003，it is possible that the significant change appears 

before that． 

Figure 5 shows the temporal variation of Dst in- 

dex and improved polarization results around 0．01 Hz 

for Kashi observatory from M arch 2003 to December 

2006．Five days running means of absolute values of 

Sz／SH，SZ／SD and Sz／SG were also used in the plot． 
The vertical line indicates the earthquake occurrence 

date．Concentrated significant enhancement iS also ob— 

served before the earthquake on 2 September，2003 in 

Figure 5．Besides，there is also significant enhancement 

appeared before April，2003，but most of them appeared 

after the earthquake on 12 March，2003，SO it is not sure 

if the enhancement iS related to the earthquake on 12 

March，2003． 
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Figure 5 Temporal variation of Dst index and improved polarization results around 0．O1 Hz for Kashi 

observatory from March 2003 to December 2006．Five days running means of absolute values of Sz／S~， 
Sz／SD and Sz／Sc were used in the plot．The vertical line indicates the earthquake occurrence date． 

5．2 Result for W enan earthquake 

Figure 6 shows the tempora1 variation of Dst in— 

dex and improved polarization results around 0．1 Hz for 

Jinghai observatory from March 2006 to August 2006． 

Similar to the result for Kashi earthquake．it iS found 

that the significant enhancement of polarization result is 

observed only before Wenan earthquake．The improved 

polarization results around 0．01 Hz was showed in Fig— 

ure 7．Although there is similar anomaly appeared be— 

fore Wenan earthquake，there are several other signifi— 

cant enhancement appeared during the analyzed period． 
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Figure 6 Temporal variation of Dst index and 

observatory from March 2006 to August 2006．The 

improved polarization results around 0．1 Hz for Jinghai 

vertical line indicates the earthquake occurrence date． 
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Figure 7 Temporal variation of Dst index and improved polarization results around 0．01 Hz for Jinghai 

observatory from March 2006 to August 2006．The vertical line indicates the earthquake occurrence date． 

6 D iscussion and conclusions 

The correlation coefficients between five days run— 

ning means of SH，SD，SG，Sz and Dst index were com- 

pared．The correlation coefficient between Dst index 

and Sz is much smaller than those between Dst and SH， 

SD，SG，which indicates that Sz includes electromag— 

netic emission not only from ionosphere／magnetosphere 
source but also from underground source．As shown in 

Figure 1，the enhancement of before Kashi earth— 

quake prove that Z component include the information 

from epicenter during seismogenic process． 

The improved polarization analysis was applied to 

the geomagnetic data recorded at Kashi and Jinghai ob— 
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servatories of China in this Paper．Significant enhance— 

ment of polarization result was found before nearby 

earthquakes during the whole analyzed period，and is 

not in-phase with the variation of Dst index．It seem． 

s that such enhancement has close relationship with 

earthquakes． 

Comparing the result around 0．1 Hz with that 

around 0．01 Hz in this paper．it is found that the result 

around 0．1 Hz have clearly showed significant enhance． 

ment before Kashi earthquake and、venan earthquake． 

Although the result around 0．01 Hz also showed similar 

anomaly before the same earthquakes，there are other 

enhancement appeared during the analyzed period．Ac— 

cording to the skin effect of electromagnetic wave．the 

0．01 Hz waves could come from deeper location of the 

crust，and go through longer distance to reach geomag- 

netic observatories on the ground．so it is possible that 

0．01 Hz waves include more underground information 

than 0．1 Hz waves． 

Although the frequency 0．01 Hz is thought to be 

the most useful frequency to detect seismogenic ULF e— 

missions(Hayakawa et a1．，2007)，the frequency inferred 
from the focal depth according t0 the skin effect is a1． 

so a good candidate to detect the ULF anomaly before 

earthquakes，which maybe suggest that has more closely 

relation to earthquake source． 

For the earthquake near Kashi on 2 September． 

2003．the ULF anomaly is observed almost one month 

before earthquake．For Wenan earthquake．the ULF 

anomaly is observed on 27~30，June，about a week be— 

fore earthquake．This ULF lead time seems to be con． 

sistent with earlier works(Hattori，2004)． 

Hayakawa et a1．f20071 indicated that pre—seismic 

ULF emissions would be detected for earthquakes which 

roughly satisfy 0．025R<M-4．5，where R is epicentral 

distance．Fo r both earthquakes with ULF anomaly in 

this paper．the actual epicentral distance is more than 

twice(M一4．5)／0．025．So for earthquakes which do not 
sarisfy 0．025R< 一4．5．ULF anomaly can also be ex- 

pected． 

Because the number of studied events is limited． 

more cases of ULF geomagnetic anomalies associated 

with earthquakes are needed to provide convincing con． 

clusion． 
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